Agenda 2024 Annual Spring Anesthesia History Meeting
Co-Hosted by the Anesthesia History Association
and Wood Library-Museum of Anesthesiology

Thursday, April 25

Courtyard
1100 – 1300 Registration
1300 Coach departs to Lombard
Afternoon in historic Lombard
1600 Return from Lombard
1645 – 1700 Shuttle from Courtyard to ASAHQ

ASAHQ
1700 - 1800 Registration/reception/WLM exhibits
1800 – 1930 Dinner
1930 - 2030 Lecture by invited speaker
2030 - 2100 Shuttle from ASAHQ to Courtyard

Friday, April 26

Courtyard
0630 – 0800 Breakfast
0745 – 0800 Shuttle from Courtyard to ASAHQ

ASAHQ
0745 Registration
0800 – 0810 Welcome and introduction
0810 - 0900 “Carnations” (talk by Dr. Doug Bacon)
0900 – 0930 C. Ronald Stephen Resident Essay Contest winner
0930 – 1000 Break
1000 – 1200 Abstracts
1200 – 1300 Lunch
1300 – 1400 Patrick Sim Memorial Lecture
1400 – 1530 Abstracts
1530 – 1545 Transportation from ASAHQ to WLM Annex
Tour of the new WLM collections facility
1645 – 1700 Transportation from WLM Annex to Courtyard

Courtyard
1745 – 1800 Transportation from Courtyard to Wildfire
1800 - Dinner at Wildfire Restaurant
End Transportation from Wildfire to Courtyard

Saturday, April 27

Courtyard
0700 – 0800 Breakfast
0745 – 0800 Shuttle from Courtyard to ASAHQ

ASAHQ
0800 – 1000 Abstracts
1000 – 1030 Preview of 2025 AHA Spring Meeting/11th ISHA/ Closing
1030 – 1100 Shuttle from ASAHQ to Courtyard and hotel checkout

Courtyard
1100 Coach to Cantigny Park
Box lunch on the Cantigny grounds
Tour of First Division Museum

O’Hare
1500 Completion of departure drop-offs

Courtyard
1600 Return